



The autonomous system architecture of the small SAR 
satellite operation system and on-orbit autonomous 
operation experiences
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Data acquisition Analysis Delivery




• Steady State Analysis 
daily, in Asia
Roadmap of Building Constellation
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• Steady state analysis 
daily, at a specific site
• Spot analysis over a 
specific area
Minimum performance
• Spot Analysis of Whole earth         
within a day
• Steady state analysis every 3 
hours in          , every 13 hours in 
the 







Sun Synchronous Orbit 
6 Planes x 5 satellites
Altitude 560km 
1st Demo Sat : StriX-α
30 satellite constellation
Sun Synchronous Orbit 





7StriX-α at the Launch Site
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10Autonomous Operation for Antenna Deployment and Attitude Acquisition



















Quick ordering of observation targets to the satellite
without human processing and instructions via IoT and satellite network  
by ground/sea sensors




Synspective has both specialists :
data processing/service development and 
satellite development
who enable quick response to the user needs, by not only solutions, but also satellite
















13Example : Orbit Selection 
The daily revisit orbit was selected based on 
the request of the frequent data and the 
customer location, although the global 
coverage can not be achieved 













Tier3: Technology Development Plan 
Tier2: Product Lines /   
Orbit Selections
Tier1: Operation Update 
Input Decision-making System Output
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